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THE FIRST BIOME

Here the soil is human:
jutting with beets, potatoes, turnips—
like elbows and knees of a rowdy crowd.
The people are clean
despite their peasant clothes. They hold their pale hands
to the sun and say

toil

time

hardship.

Then slide shows of beet stains pass across their palms.
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THE BATHING MACHINE

It made a country of women.
On the other side of the modest
contraptions, makeshift wooden changing rooms
wheeled out into shallows, they emerged

under just the sun, hot as the eyelid
of one asleep and wading in a bawdy dream.

taut as men’s calves accidental under tables.
The plan was quarantine, of course, and yet
it assembled the most alluring archipelago—
sirens who’d hardly need to sing
the ships to them, a string of warm points
just off shore. Still what woman
here would summon wrecks
to splinter a seascape for now all hers—
or savor a graveyard of drowned men
in the waves, pulled uselessly under by desire.
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(ELLIS BELL IS EMILY BRONTE.)
(ACTON BELL IS ANNE BRONTE.)
(CURRER BELL IS CHARLOTTE BRONTE.)

The suitors come hoping
our hands are white, and suppose
our knuckles are inked black, the house teased
by the skeletal breeze of quills—
so the goose-bumps raise on their arms.
The suitors come hoping
and for them we unfurl hushed anagrams—
(Bronte: be torn
riot us:

Suitor:

trio us

)

but cannot stay still long enough. Restless, we
circle the perimeters of rooms

at the center the vases and tea sets,
the suitors’ chalk bones
in their wing-back chairs. We hear
the Bells, industrious brothers, bellowing
our six-lunged solitude until we catch
its breath again. After all, all lives are trade.
A goose yields ten to twelve good quills—
plucked and sorted, put in hot sand to dry,
to harden in acids or alum. With two of us
to fall ill early and calculating
all three mortal, we will, between us,
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THE SYNCHRONIZED DIVERS

To the side
of each
body: a body
like a novocained lip.
Arms raised
as if bound
to a headboard.
The breath
of both:
Flemish snow,
a watchery thick as briar.
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